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KEYS in 7793 PAC-12 WIN  
Hayward is Home-Sweet-Home for Sweet Home’s Keys 

 

Hello Again…..The weekend saw 29 domestic 

decathlons, most of them East Coast D-1 or 

smaller college conference affairs. The major 

story was at Hayward Field on the University 

of Oregon campus in Eugene. There Brianne 

Theisen ran up a PR and Olympic A qualifier 

6353 heptathlon score. Late in the day her 

fiancé, Ashton Eaton, dusted a good field in 

the 110m hurdles, in 13.57 seconds. 

 In the decathlon decent weather and 

nice tails winds greeted the leagues largest 

field ever (19). I watched from the barn-like 

grandstand as a pair of notable collegians, 

local Dakotah Keys and decidedly non-local 

Marcus Nilsson, tuned up for the NCAA in 

Des Moines. It was really a two man affair. 

Keys, 20, a redshirt freshman from Sweet 

Home, OR ran up an impressive 3989 first day 

score, relinquished the lead and then regained 

it during the vault (PR 4.80m/15-9) on a day 

when temps pushed an unusual but pleasant 80 

degrees. Keys challenged his recent career best 

in the javelin and then ran a lifetime best (by 4 

seconds) in the 1500 meters. 

His final tally of 7793 was 454 better 

than that of Nilsson, 21, a soph from Malmo, 

Sweden who had vault nh’d in his only other 

season dec and was still in need of a national 

qualifying score. The latter’s 7539 will be 

close! 

 For Keys, he moves to 15
th

 on the 

current Trials list where the max size filed will 

be 18. At Hayward, when prize recruit 

Michael Bolligar of Washington State vault  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Oregon redshirt frosh Dakotah Keys (above)  walloped a 

big field at the Pac-12 Conference meet with a significant 

7793 PR effort. 

 

nh’d,  a scramble ensued for all of the      

remaining scoring spots. 

In other news, a pair of NCAA  D-1 

qualifiers easily won the Big East and Big 

West Conference meets. These are bookend 

conferences both geographically and in terms 

of depth and quality. In Tampa, UConn’s Jake 

Waruch (an earlier 7597) won the eastern side 

with a 7230 score, turning back teammate and 

brother Ben, 2
nd

 at 6994. In Irvine, CA 

UCSB’s Derek Masterson (who already has a 

7558 total to his credit) was an easy winner 

(with a 7355 effort) over teammate Mikael  
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The 36.92m/121-1 discus for Dakotah Kays was a dec PR 

 

Powers, 6966. Both conference meets posted 

nine 6000 scores.  

In other D-1 action: Adam Powell of 

Bucknell won the Patriot League (6667), 

UMBC’s Maltre Beltram was the America 

East winner (6543) and Sam Houston of 

Fordham was the Atlantic Ten victor (6467). 

It’s the only name that is both a D-I decathlete 

and a D-I school I wonder if Sam Houston  

State tried to recruit him? 

The major D-II efforts came in 

Emporia, KS where Central Missouri’s Darius 

Walker was the MIAA champ (6716-over 2 

teammates), at the 2C2A affair at Azusa where 

Sulayman Diomande of Cal State-Stanislaus 

came out on top with a 6468 score and at the 

Marcus Nilsson/UCLA was Pac-12 runnerup.  

 

PSAC meet in Bloomsburg. There Dan 

Johnson of East Stroudsburg was the 

conference winner with 6495. Several D-II 

conference meets had not posted results by 

press time. 

 The top NCAA D-III score was 

notched by  Zach Anderson, Wisconsin-Stout, 

the WIAC winner (6637) and the best NAIA 

efforts belonged to Brad Higgins of Doane, the 

Great Plains champ, and James Blackwell of 

Cedarville who won the  National Christian 

Conference affair in Joliet, IL. 

The Heptagonals (Ivy League) was 

particularly important since the winner, 

Cornell’s Nick Huber, took the pressure off an 

earlier reported score that could have been 

embarrassing for NCAA selectors. In 

Philadelphia Huber ran up an impressive PR of 

7632, a meet record. It exceeded an earlier 

score that was reported as 7620 which, at face 

value, was certainly enough to earn him a 

NCAA ticket to Iowa in June. But that score 

was miscalculated and was actually was 7529,  

A 7632 winning Ivy effort by Cornell’s Nick 

Huber saved the NCAA’s bacon. 
 

which would now be seen as a bubble score.  

        The NCAA invites only the top 24 

scorers and given the error (reported here in an 

earlier Newsletter and on our Results Page) he 

may have been selected without actually being 

one of the top 24 scores. A message to those 

who hand time decathlon meets…you can’t 

hand-punch the results into the Hy-Tek system 

as if the races were auto timed! A 10.9 manual 

time for the 100m is NOT a 10.90 auto time. 

This anomaly has been with us since the tables 

were adjusted in 1985 but some are still 

unaware, 27 years later. We need to thank 

Nick Huber for preventing a potentially 

embarrassing NCAA snafu. To guarantee his 

selection he ran raced to a near PR 1500m and 
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his 7632 will now certainly be good enough. It 

would have been particularly discomforting 

for the selection committee (relying on the 

TFRRS reporting system) to select him only to 

find out that he was not one of the top 24 

scorers. Whew! 

 The year’s busiest week lies 

ahead…two dozen major conference 

championship meets and invitationals will go a 

long way to determine the fields for the NCAA 

and U.S. Olympic Trials meets. 

  Of particular interest ought to be the 

Claremont and Wake Forest open affairs and 

the SEC, MAC, Missouri Valley, Conference 

USA and the three “Bigs:” 10 (where weather 

washed out potential qualifiers a year ago in 

Iowa City), Sky and 12. I’ll be at the latter in 

Manhattan, Kansas. Hold onto your 

seats….lots of top scores coming up. 


